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1. lntroduction
Nowadays many developing countries establish the area called free-trade zones (FTZs), be-

cause it is believed that the establishment of FTZs brings the host countries various bene-

fits. The benefits which the host countries expect, for example, are an increase in employ-

ment, a contribution to acquiring foreign currency and a transfer of new technology, and

owing to them national income may increase. In this paper, we focus on the welfare and em-

ployment effects of the promotion of the FTZ pafiicularly.

In a recent theoretical study concerning this issue, Young (1987), which assumes that

there is full employment in the host country, shows that there is the possibility that the

formation of a free-trade zone makes national income decrease. His model shows such a

negative conclusion, while the Young and Miyagiwa (1987) model shows that the formation

of a free-trade zone always increases national income. t) The feature in their model is to in-

troduce urban unemployment d la Harris-Todaro (1970).') Because mass urban unemploy-

ment is still one of the most troublesome issues for developing countries, we also believe,

like the Young and Miyagiwa (1987) model, that it is important to introduce urban unem-

ployment into the model when we deal with the issues of developing economies.

However, the simple introduction of urban unemployment is not sufficient to express the

situation in developing countries. Considering economy in developing countries, we should

note that there are two areas that have distinctive economic features. One is a big city

area, which consists of processing industries. The other is a rural one, in which primary com-

*) I am deeply indebted to Professors Hiroshi Ohta and Noboru Kawanabe for their helpful comments and
suggestions. Any remaining errors are solely my responsibility.
1) Chaudhuri and Adhikari (1993), which also introduces urban unemployment, shows that there is the pos-

sibility of decreasing in national income. The difference between the two models is that Chaudhuri and
Adhikari (1993) incorporates intersectoral mobility of domestic capital.
2) See Harris and Todaro (1970).
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modities are producedo ln many developing countries, the big city area continues tO develop,

while the rural area remains poOr. The difference in development between the two areas may

derive from a fact that each economy behaves as if each area were a part of different coun―

tries. In particular, when we deal with the economic issues of island countries such as

Philippine, Indonesia or countries with extensive territory such as China, we believe it is im―

portant to introduce the idea of the t"o― area model because of its geographical reason。

In this paper, we give the f01lowing assumptions to introduce the two― area model: The big

city area has urban unemp10yment and the rural area has full employmento The city area

with urban unemployment denotes the area surrounding the capital of the country, and it

consists Of the urban modern sector and the sub― urban sector.3)The rural area with full ern―

ployment is far away from the city area. There used to be an agricultural sector with dis―

guised unemp10yment alone, but now a free― trade zone is established hereo Therefore it con―

sists Of twO sectors, namely, the agricultural sector and a free― trade zone, There is labor

migration between the big city area and the rural area。

We assume that there are two types of workers, namely, skilled labor and unskilled labor。

In the present paper, however, we can not state clearly whether the promotion of a FTZ in―

creases urban unemployment or not, because two types of workers move to different direc―

tions respectively. The labor in the sub― urban sectOr, which are skilled labor, tries to move

to the urban sector owing to a fall in the sub― urban wage originated in the formation of

a FTZ, and thereby unemployed skilled labor increases。 (Dn the other hand, the unemployed

unskilled labOr in the urban sector want to go back to their native place, namely, the rural

area owing to a rise in the rural wage originated in the promotion of a FTZ, and thereby

unemployed unskilled labor decreases. Thus, whether aggregated urban unemployment in‐

creases or not depends On the degree of the increase in unemployed skilled labOr and the de―

crease in unemployed unskilled labor.

In addition tO analyzing urban unemployment, we exaΠline the effect of the promotion of

a FTZ On incOme in each area, and we get a result that income decreases in the city area

and increases in the rural areao lt shows an interesting result that national income depends

heavily on the amount of skilled and unskllled labOr in each area。

As stated above, the main objective of this paper is to present a bench mark model intrO_

ducing the idea of the two― area, and to analyze the welfare and employment effects of a de―

velopment strategy that the government in a developing country promotes a FTZ. In par―

ticular, we notice the effects of the establishment of a FTZ that aims at the development

of the poor rural areao The results may give us a hint why developing countries are still

3) Suppose that the sub-urban
firms such as a rice mill or a

sector surrounds the urban modern sector, and it
canning which uses agricultural products in area 2

consists of many small
as interrnediate goods.
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promoting the establishment of a FTZ, in spite of reaching negative conclusions in many

past studies.o)

In section 2 we first present a two-area model, and

tariff reduction on intermediate goods used in a FTZ

also examine the welfare effect of the tariff reduction

this paper.

section 3 considers the effects of the

on unemployment and output. 5) We

in section 4. In section 5 we conclude

2. The model

We consider a small open economy. This country is divided into two areas: arca L and

area 2. Area 1 consists of an urban modern sector and a sub-urban sector. In this area,

there is unemployment. On the other hand, area 2 consists of a free-trade zone (FTZ) and

an agricultural sector, but there is no unemployment in this area. The urban modern sector

produces goods, M, with domestic capital and two types of domestic labor, that is, skilled

labor and unskilled labor. The sub-urban sector produces goods, ,4., with domestic labor and

intermediate goods which is produced in and transferred form area 2. The prices of those

goods, M and A, are given internationally because of a small open economy assumption.

Next, we consider economic activities in area 2. The free-trade zone produces goods, /,
with domestic labor, foreign capital and imported intermediate goods, which are traded at
given international price. The agricultural sector produces goods, g, with domestic labor only,

and the goods, g:, are supplied to the sub-urban sector in area 1 as intermediate goods.u)

In a small open economy, we can normalize all the prices of final goods to be unity with-

out loss of generality. Assuming that all the markets are perfectly competitive and that

there are constant returns to scale, we can express the zero profits conditions with unit cost

functions,Ct(.) (i: M, A, f , g) as

L: CM(W,W,N)

! : CA(Wo,Pr)

l: cf(w*r*,P(1+t))
Pr: Ct(Wr)

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

where I4z is th. urban wage rate for skilled labor which is institutionally fixed at a higher

level than the wage rate ( Wa) prevailing in the sub-urban sect or, Wuis the urban wage rate

s) In Hamada (1974), Rodriguez (1976)

of free-trade zones is accomplished by
conclusion for developing countries.
5 ) We assume that the promotion of a
well as Young (1987) and Young and
6) We assume that food is supplied to

and Hamilton and Svensson (1982), they assume that the formation
the reduction of the tariff on final goods, and they reach negative

FTZ is accomplished by a tariff reduction on intermediate goods as
Miyagiwa (1987).

household through the sub-urban area in this country.
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for unskilled labor which is fixed at a lower level than the wage rate in the sub― urban sec―

tor, R is the return to capital specific to the urban lrlodern sector, 障t is the corrlpetitive

wage rate prevailing in area 2, γ*is the world market return to capital specific to the free―

trade zone,P is the price of the imported intermediate goods,晃 is the price of the agricul¨

tural goods, which are used as intermediate goods in the sub― urban sector, and′ is the tar―

iff rate on imports of the intermediate goods which are used in the FTZ.

There is labor migration between areal and area 2, labor in area 2 tries to migrate to a

urban sector to get higher wage and city life. But, even if they get a job there, they are

hired as just unskilled labor. On the other hand, in this model, when labor in the sub― urban

sector get a job, they have no choice of getting a job as unskilled labor in the urban sector。

They are hired as just skilled labor there. Therefore, in this model, there are two types of

the unemployed labor, that is, the unemployed skilled labor and the unemployed unskilled

labor. In accordance with the Harris-lrodaro model, labor movement within area l is gov―

erned by expected wage equalization.7)ThuS, in the equilibrium in the labor movement, we

can show the following equations,

%=爾crヌレ/(cttXレ十ν)

%=LCttx′ /(C鋭」%+“ )

where I), tt are the level of unemployed skilled and unskilled labor, respectivel1. Cj is the

partial derivative of the ith unit cost function (i : M, A, f, S) with respect to the jth f ac-

tor price U:W, W, R, P), and it gives the unit factor requirements (ai) in each sector.s)

We can express the equilibrium in the labor market as

CrXレ十C分為 十ν=瓦

CttX/十 C)為 +CttXレ十%=瓦

where Ls,Lづ are the amount of skilled and unskilled labor, respectively.

The full employment cOndition for capital can be written as

CFXM= 一κ

７

　

８

(9)

z ) The wage in the sub-urban sector equals the expected wage in the urban modern sector, where the ex-
pected wage in the urban modern sector is defined as the actual wage for skilled labor multiplied by the
probability of being employed as skilled labor in the urban modem sector plus the actual wage for un-
skilled labor multiplied by the probability of being employed as unskilled labor in the urban modern sector.
sl By the Shephard-Samuelson relations, we get a',:ilCt/ilxiwherezi is the price of factor j.
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where K is the endowment of unelasitically supplied domestic capital. The equilibrium con-

dition in the market for the agricultural sector's output can be expressed as

α為 =為             (lo)

Thus,Our model consists of ten equations(1)‐ (10)which includes ten unknowns%,L,
R,晃 ,ん,れ ,為,X/,鋳 Z。

3. The effects of a tariff reduction on unemployment and output
For developing countries, one of the attempts that atfiact foreign firms into the country

is to promote a FTZ through tariff reduction on the intermediate goods used in the FTZ.

The host countries, then, expect that urban unemployment decreases and national income in-

creases. However, does the promotion of a FTZ actually bring the host countries such bene-

fits ? Thus, in this section, we examine the effects of tariff reduction on unemployment and

the output in each sector.

In this model, given P and t, (3) determines W, and (4) determines P". (2) then yields

Wn. Given,W, W (t) yieldsR. Now we examine the effect on urban unemployment. Differ-
entiating eq. (5) with respect to / yields

dv/ dt : - l(cffxu* v) / wel @wn / at)
du / dt : - l(c#"x*+ u) / wr1 Q,w, / d,t)

(11)

(12)

Since we already obtain d\/dt ( 0 and dw/dt )0, we get du/dt ( 0 and du/dt )0. This
means that a reduction in the tariff on imported intermediate goods increases urban unem-

ployment of skilled labor and decreases one of unskilled labor. Since it is considered that
the total urban unemployment, which is shown by the sign of trz, consists of the unemployed

skilled and unskilled labor in the urban area, the effect on the total urban employment of
the tariff reduction is expressed as')

α7/α′=αν/α′+αz/α′ (13)

From eq. (13), in general, we can not conclude whether the tariff reduction increases the
total urban unemployment or not because we have already got da/d.t < 0, du/d.t ) 0. How-
ever, we give the following proposition:

e ) In this case, it may be inappropriate to add the unemployed skilled and unskilled labor simpty. In devel-
oping countries, however, the absolute number of visible unemployed labor is the most important issue.
Thus, we note the simple addition of unemployed labor regardless of the quality of labor.
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Propos,ι,o2ゴ . A reduction in the tariff on imported intermediate goods accompany―

ing the promotion of the free― trade zone increases urban unemployment of skilled labor and

decreases one of unskilled labor. As a result, the total unemployment may increase or de―

crease.

Next, we examine the change of the output in each sector. Differentiating eqs. (7), (8)

and (10) with respect to t yields

は、/α′=一 {(αν/α′)+】Q(ac多 /αι)}/C分

axr/αι=一 {x/(ac各 /α′)+C)(attα ′)十 為 (αC)/αι)+(α %/αι)}/C傷

a4/α′=為 (αα/α′)+α (α為/α′)

(14)

(15)

(16)

Since αC分/α′≦0, αJ、■α′≧o, αC影/α′≧0, αCr/α′≧o, given αυ/α′<0,eq。 (14)gives

αX1/dt>0・ Given α為 /α′>0,We Obtain α為/αι>O With eq.(16).Finally,given α為/α′

>0,α %/αι>0,eq。 (15)gives ax//α ′<o(see Appendix).Fo1lowing Proposition l,the eco‐

nomic interpretations of those results will be stated。

Proposition 2. If a developing country promotes a FTZ through the reduction of the

tariff on imported intermediate goods in area 2, the output in the sub-urban sector and in

the agricultural sector decreases, and the output in the free-trade zone increases.

The above result can be explained as follows. If a reduction of tariff on imported inter-

mediate goods is carried out, foreign firms in the FTZ use more imported intermediate

goods. Consequently, the demand of labor increases in the FTZ. The tariff reduction on im-

ported intermediate goods raises the wage in area 2, W, and it means that the expected

wage in the urban modern sector relatively decreases. The rise in the wage leads unemployed

unskilled labor in the urban modern sector to go back their home, namely, arca 2. The labor

come back from area 1 and a part of labor in the agricultural sector are absorbed into the

FTZ. Therefore the output in the FTZ increases and output in the agricultural sector de-

creases. The level of urban unskilled unemployment declines. On the other hand, the tariff

reduction on imported intermediate goods affects the labor movement in area 1 through a

rise in the price of the intermediate goods that are produced in the agricultural sector.

Because of the rise in the price of the domestically produced intermediate goods, the wage

in the sub-urban sector, Wa, deueases. The decrease in the wage, Wn, rrrlllrs that the expected

wage in the urban modern sector relatively rises. Consequently, labor in the sub-urban sector

try to move to the urban modern sector, and the output in the sub-urban sector decreases.

However, because the tariff reduction on imported intermediate goods dose not affect the
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urban modern sector, the amount of labor employed in the urban modern sector is kept con-

stant. Thus the labor attempting to move from the sub-urban sector to the urban modern

sector is absorbed into the pool of the unemployed, and the level of urban skilled unemploy-

ment rises.

4. The effects on welfare
We have already examined the effects of promoting a FTZ on employment and output in

the former section. In this model, it was not clear whether unemployment will increase or
decrease. Then, can our model support the host countries' expectation that national income

increases ? In order to address this question, in our two-area model, we examine the effect

of the tariff reduction oir income in each area separately, and then the effect on aggregate

income is checked. First, let us note on the welfare measures in area 1 and arca 2.

The income in area 1 equals payments to domestic factors. Thus we can express the wel-

fare in area 1, Il, as

where L14, Lu, Ln are the quantity of skilled labor and unskilled labor employed in the

urban modern sector and of labor in the sub-urban sector respectively. Because the rental to
foreign capital, r*, is fully repatriated abroad, arca 2 acquires payment to domestic factor,
Iabor, and tariff revenue. However, the tariff revenue is not counted among payments in
area 2.to) The welfare in area 2, Y2, thercfore, is

巧 =NLν 十七 Lz+フ‰ιИ+KR

=%Ls十 七 L“+KR

y2=″メιg十二/)

=14(ιづ一Lz一 %)

α巧/α′=瓦 (α %/α″)+瓦 (乙z/α′)+7(顔 /α′)

=Ls(α z4/α′)(>0)

αy2/α′=(ιグーιz一 z)(α″:/αι)一 %(α %/α′)

=ι,(α″:/α′)(<0)

10)When national incorxle is calculated, the tariff revenue should be included.1

(17)

(18)

where Ly, Lg are the quantity of labor employed in the free-trade zone and the agricultural
sector respectively.

Differentiating (14), (15) with respect to /,

(19)

(20)
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We already obtain α%/α′<0,α %/α′>0,aR/α′=o(see Appendix)。 Therefore we get

the results that αx/α′>O and αy2/α′<0。

Proposition 3. If developing countries lower a tatiff on imported intermediate goods

in the free-trade zone to atfiacL more foreign direct investment, then, the income in area 1

decreases and in area 2 increases.

The economic interpretation is as follows. A reduction in the tariff on intermediate goods

dose not affect the return to capital specific to the urban modern sector (dR/dt:0). On

the other hand, the return to foreign capital, /*, is fully repatriated. Thus the change of the

income in area 1 and 2 is measured with the change of labor's earnings. At constant output

price in the FTZ, the tariff reduction raises the wage in area 2 @W/dt < 0). On the other,

it makes the wage lower in the sub-urban sector through a rise in the price of domestically

produced intermediate goods @Wo/at > 0). Therefore the income in area 1 decreases and in

arca 2 increases.

Next, we examine the effect on national welfare. In this model, the national welfare con-

sists of the income in area l, 2 and, the tariff revenue on an imported intermediate good.

Thus the national welfare is expressed as follows.

where C denotes the demands for the imported intermediate goods in the free― trade zone

(G=CFXレ ). Differentiating(18)with respect to′ yields

y=巧 +y2+′G

=WL″+Lι
“
+フ‰ιИ+KR+″ Kιg十二ノ)十 ιG

αy/α′=α y1/α′+α y2/α′+α (′0)/α′

=α y1/α′十αy2/α′+D
=Ls(α zi/α′)+ιグ(α四:/α′)+κ (a曖 /α′)+D

(21)

(22)

where D -- G+t@G/dt). We have already shown that dWn/at > 0, dw/dt < 0 and dR/dt
: 0. Moreover, we obtain dc/dt<O (see Appendix). Thus the sign of D depends on the loss

in revenue at the initial value of imports and the volume of trade effect. In the case of D

< 0, if 
^< 

k and ld,We/atl < ldW/dtl, then we get dY/dt ( 0. On the other hand, in D

> 0, if I^> L1 and lawn/atl > ldw/d/|, we get d'Y/dt > 0.

Proposition 4. (1) In a developing country where L"< 4, if policy makers carry out

a reduction in the tariff on imported intermediate goods to promote a free-trade zone and
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the tariff reduction makes tariff revenue rise and the change of the wage in area 2 bigger

than in the sub-urban sector, then national income will increase.

(2) tn a developing country where L" > k, it a tariff reduction to promote a free-trade

zone makes tariff revenue fall and the change of the wage in the sub-urban sector bigger

than in area 2, then national income will decrease.

5. Conclusion

We have analyzed a two-area model that consists of four sectors, namely, the urban mod-

ern sector, the sub-urban sector, the agricultural sector and the free-trade zone. The results

may give developing countries an adequate incentive to promote FTZs in the rural area.

Our two-area model gives us the interesting results: even if the tariff reduction in the

free-trade zone increases or decreases national income, the rural area which accommodates

a FTZ always benefits from it, and the effect of the tariff reduction on national income de-

pends heavily on the amount of skilled labor and unskilled labor.

On the other hand, the tariff reduction generates the possibility of increasing urban unem-

ployment. Thus, the promotion of a FTZ in the rural area is the means of developing the

poor rural area at the cost of the developing urban area. However, it does not always de-

crease aggregated income.

Finally, it is also important to consider the case that a FTZ is located in the urban area.

If a common motive for setting up a FTZ is high domestic unemployment as Young and

Miyagiwa (1987) remarked, establishing a FTZ in the urban area may be better than in the

rural area.

Appendix

(1) The effects of a change of / on the exogenous valuables

Totally differentiating equations (2) - (4), We have:

Cttα%+CFa島 =0
Cttα%十 C女″=0
Cttα%=α鳥

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

Thus we obtain:

αフ唯/α′=―α/(場 <0
α4r/α

"[=C静
>0

α%/α鳥=― CF/Cみ <0

(A4)

(A5)

(A6)
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Using(A4)‐ (A6),we get the effects of a change of′ on the exOgenous valuables,晃 and

"1,aS f0110ws.

α晃/α′=(α晃/α l%)(α l%/α′)<0               (A7)
αИ4/α′=(α %/α晃)(α鳥/α %)(αИを/α′)>0     (A8)

(2)The effects of a change of ′on outputs

We now show that aC分 /α′≦0,acttα′≧0,αC静 ≧0,α (軍 /α′≧0.

αC夕α′=C傷″(α %/αι)+C傷 (α鳥/α′)        (A10)
aC各/αι=C夕″(α%/α′)十 C傷            (AH)
ac静/α′=c影7(α さヽα′)                       (A12)
acr/α′=c場 (α %/α′)+Cル (α晃/α′)         (A13)

where α%/α′>0,αfb/α′<O and α%/α′<0・ From one of the prpperties of unit cost

function,for cル (ノ,た =LR,P),ifノ =た ,We Obtain cル ≦ 0。 Ifノ ≠ た,Qた ≧ O can be Ob―

tainedo Therefore we can show that ac多 /α′≦0,α C夕/α′≧0,αC静/α′≧0,α CF/α′≧0。
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